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Enterprises of all sizes are awash in data ranging from mundane databases to unstructured data such as social 
media streams, streaming media, and clickstreams. Log data that tracks both the IT operations and the security 
events on systems and networks are also added to the mix. Taken together, this ever-growing mass of bits and 
bytes has become known as Big Data, which is defined by not just volume, but the variety and velocity – speed 
with which it must be captured or tracked – that distinguish it from just big storage. 
 
In this new age of information supremacy, how does an organization ensure that it is taking the necessary steps 
to not only meet the compliance and governance mandates but secure data from external and internal threats? 
 
This IT Manager’s Journal will discuss 10 best practices you can employ in your journey down the path of 
securing Big Data and show how Big Data can be both a problem and a solution. Then it will guide you through 
four documents that lay out how to put Big Data to work for your organization as part of a comprehensive 
enterprise security solution. 
 

1. Policy First:  Setting Big Data compliance policies is different than setting previous data policies.  Just 
the sheer volume of data involved can threaten to overwhelm the IT organization and, more 
importantly, the uses planned for your Big Data repository can be the definition of failure or success for 
your projects.  Before you start, understand what the data is, which of it you plan to retain, and how 
much of the data is transitory and not meant for long-term archival. 

2. Prepare for the Worst:  The threat landscape is constantly evolving, and not for the better.  Private and 
public sector alike are experiencing the most aggressive threat environment in the history of IT. Recent 
trends such as BYOD, mobility and Big Data can greatly increase productivity and business agility, but 
they can also introduce a myriad of new challenges, risks and uncertainty into the enterprise.  Casual 
hackers have given way to organized crime syndicates that scour the Internet for vulnerabilities, 
commission and purchase new tools and zero-day exploits and operate as businesses with the sole 
purpose of separating companies–like yours–from valuable information.  

3. What Happens in the Cloud… Many external data sources such as social media streams are cloud-
based, so should that data ever hit your data center?  In a world that is increasingly turning to cloud 
computing solutions of all types – SaaS, PaaS and IaaS – businesses might not need to have these 
external data feeds ever hit data center servers.  If there is an opportunity to store Big Data external 
feeds in the cloud they originate from, there is an opportunity to leverage the SLAs and security 
features guaranteed by a cloud computing provider.  Take advantage of that and let what happens in 
the cloud stay in the cloud.  That's what your Internet bandwidth is for. 

4. Ensure There Is a 21st Century Security Plan in Place:  When was your data security plan established?  
For most enterprises the plans in place were designed in a pre-cloud world of in-house, on-premise 
databases.  There were no thoughts of unstructured data, no thoughts of cloud providers that could 
place data outside the enterprise firewall and in multiple external data centers that are tied to the 
enterprise only in a contractual manner.  With most data security plans designed in a prior millennium, 
it's probably time for a new data security plan that takes into account today's BYOD, mobility and cloud 
risk factors. 
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5. Security, Meet Operations:  In all too many organizations, the security and IT ops teams have worked 
completely independently of each other, and many still do.  This presents a unique challenge to both 
securing and enhancing productivity of existing IT infrastructure and applications.  When IT 
performance suffers, the root cause could be cyber-attack, a spike in usage due to any number of 
legitimate reasons or a hardware or software failure of some type.  Without a solid linkage between the 
IT operations and security teams there will be instances where both teams work independently on the 
same problem. This could possibly double the amount of time it takes to understand the root cause as 
well as to craft a countermeasure or trouble ticket that addresses the underlying problem and restore 
access to applications and data. 

6. Find a Threat?  Collect the Data:  Here's the beauty of Big Data.  The more information you have, the 
better your chance of preventing a security problem from hurting you.  Job one is to aggregate all the 
information from every device – firewall, server, even endpoint – into one place.  Whether it's cloud, 
virtual and real appliances, network devices, apps, databases, desktops and security devices, every log 
that you can imagine should be collected as well as information from human resources and customer 
transactions.  This will give you visibility into WHO is accessing company information and feed the 
analytics programs that can identify possible problems before they happen – or as they are happening. 

7. Work Big Data Security Analytics (BDSA):  BDSA predictions notwithstanding, there is no doubt that Big 
Data methodologies are being applied successfully to solve Big Data security challenges. With tools 
designed for event data, BDSA tools today not only strive to notify users of a security issue in real time, 
they provide a methodology of looking back into the past to uncover security issues that may have 
arisen without being detected at the time.  This capability allows enterprises to find problems before 
customers do, saving embarrassment and loss of trust that can occur when trusted information is lost or 
stolen. 

8. Data Science Is an Art:  The Data Scientist is a recently emerged role responsible for creating the 
advanced analytics programs that define a Big Data program and extract actionable information. The 
individual is also responsible for creating algorithms that determine how to analyze Big Data and 
decode the instructions on which functions need be implemented as part of a data security program to 
ensure the safety of enterprise information.  If you don't have data scientists on staff, you should make 
sure that your security software was designed by data scientists who incorporated the handling the 
data science elements into the solution.   

9. Siloed Data Is the Enemy:  It's only natural that departments and divisions like to keep their data close 
to the vest.  Any 2-year-old knows this truth:  It's hard to share.  But in today's information economy the 
most efficient enterprises are those where data is freely shared between departments and groups. This 
enables the kind of data analytics that combines log information from multiple source and groups to 
correlate events that point to real-time alerts when data is truly at risk either at rest or in motion. 

10. Normalize and Analyze:  Every device and program has analytics, but they all capture different fields 
with different meanings.  Normalizing log data enables non-data scientist analysts to not only gather 
meaning from log data but to develop actionable information plans with complete vendor 
independence.  In shops where there are multiple server, storage or network vendors – basically every 
IT environment on record – the ability to normalize log data levels the playing field to ensure every 
transaction or network penetration is noted and captured. 
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About our assets: 
 
1.) Securing Your IT infrastructure with SOC/NOC collaboration 
Integration between log management and IT operations has been minimal at best.  
However, with today's focus on Big Data solutions, both SOC and NOC teams have much to 
gain by working toward a common goal – namely the elimination of those security threats 
that can cause damage to the bottom line.  This document looks at best practices for 
integration both NOC and SOC teams and how to measure the real-world advantages of 
putting these two teams on the same track. 
 
2.) 3 Big Data Security Analytics Techniques You Can Apply Now to Catch Advanced 
Persistent Threats 
Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) can be in your environment for months or years, 
waiting for the opportunity to extract the most value from your system quickly without 
being discovered.  This very practical whitepaper demonstrates methods for fighting APTs 
and alerting you before data is exfiltrated or rogue programs are executed to the detriment 
of your IT systems. 
 
3.) Big Security for Big Data 
This document details how to maintain threat evaluation in real-time, cataloging the use of 
actor information, identity management user roles, assets, vulnerability data and watch lists 
to keep tabs on security issues minute by minute, guaranteeing your actions and programs 
are compliant and governance data is safe and secure. 
 
4.) The Top 5 Truths about Big Data Hype and Security Intelligence 
How new is Big Data?  For those in the security industry, the concept of Big Data has been 
around for years, although not with that name.  This document shares the evolution of log 
management to today's Big Data security solutions. It also highlights how real-time threat 
detection has evolved from the onslaught of log information that has been brewing over the 
past decade. 
 
 

With a recent survey of 3,500 IT leaders showing that two-thirds of them keeping data in disparate systems, it's 
no surprise that extracting data from silos continues to be a challenge for enterprises across the board.  
However, it is ultimately the ability to share information between departments and across firewalls that will 
enhance the ability to detect intrusions and maintain the safety of enterprise information in SOX, HIPAA and 
PCI environments worldwide. 
 
It is only by pinpointing exfiltration before it occurs that IT will be able to continue to maintain a relevant role 
as arbiter of enterprise information in the cloud age.  By offering complete visibility into data and who accesses 
it, organizations will have the ability to focus on the bottom-line value of underlying information to keep the 
bad guys at bay. 
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Executive summary  
The emergence of Enterprise 2.0 with social, mobile, local, and cloud applications within the enterprise has increased  
IT operational challenges. Other trends, such as bring your own device (BYOD), coupled with multiple operating systems, 
vendors, etc. are adding to the complexity in IT operations. Your customers and employees are demanding an open 
platform that can facilitate better collaboration. However, your IT operations may not be in a position to support 
Enterprise 2.0 or BYOD due to security issues or resource constraints. So, how do you align your business requirements 
and IT resources in a safe and secure manner? 

Figure 1. Secure Enterprise 2.0, social, mobile, and cloud data 

 

 

The convergence of IT and security operations has been an ongoing effort in most enterprises. The benefits of this 
convergence are clear to many organizations that need to optimize resources, lower cost, increase efficiency in both 
groups, and deliver an open and secure platform for communication and collaboration. 

This white paper explains how you can seamlessly integrate log management into IT operations as a starting point  
of a security operation center (SOC)/network operation center (NOC). The SOC/NOC integration empowers your 
organization to effectively manage your IT infrastructure, while keeping it safe.  

Let us understand the type of data that these two groups collect and analyze, and how it can be used in context.  
The actionable knowledge from this data is derived from the security and operations context. 

“The SOC/NOC integration empowers your organization to effectively manage your 
IT infrastructure, while keeping it safe.” 

IT operations: Handle IT incidents and performance issues 
IT operations monitor, consolidate, and correlate performance events of the IT infrastructure through a  
single pane of glass (unified console). This helps identify the root cause, conduct impact analysis, isolate  
IT issues, and effectively correct incidents all through a single interface.  

IT operations typically have predefined policies to capture exceptions, performance issues, or IT incidents across 
applications and network devices. These incidents are correlated and rolled up to business service views to facilitate 
prioritization based on impact of the event.  

The integration of IT operations with other tools such as a centralized Configuration Management Database (CMDB) 
provides the service context to node topology. By seamlessly connecting with the service management tools, an  
IT operations group can create service tickets to correct the IT incident, therefore helping IT operations align with the  
IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) process and deliver best practices. 
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Problems that arise when IT operations need to scale 
As the size of the managed environment grows, the monitoring of events from the infrastructure elements becomes 
harder. IT operators rely on event reduction techniques such as correlation engines, or limit either the breadth or depth 
of data collection to only machine data from business-critical applications. The machine data collected is typically not 
categorized or normalized, and there are no tools to search events or logs. The data is also retained for the short term 
and may not fulfill the need to keep services up and running at all times. This short-term retention of data limits the 
intelligence in the system as events fixed and annotated a few months ago may not be stored to retrieve. The alternate 
option is to invest in expensive databases and resources to manage the data.  

In many organizations, security operations work in silos. As a result, security vulnerabilities have to be handled  
twice: once by the SOC groups or security teams; and then again by the IT operations team that could not initially 
identify the issue. Consequently, you cannot establish any automation for information sharing or event correlation 
between security vulnerabilities and performance issues. Let us see how some of these automation challenges  
can be addressed between security and IT operations. A good starting point is to understand the tools available to 
manage the data comprehensively from a security, risk, compliance, and operations standpoint, while being able to 
integrate them with existing IT operations. 

Log management: Universal log data collection, aggregation, 
analysis, and retention 
Log management is a process of collection of logs from any device, aggregation of logs into a single searchable format, 
analysis of logs through data enrichment, and long-term retention of log data. Log management is primarily driven by 
security and IT GRC (governance, risk, and compliance) requirements, while adding a security context to all the log data. 

Effective log management helps in quick resolution of fault, configuration, accounting, performance, and security 
(FCAPS) issues. It is estimated that only a small percentage of mission-critical application downtime is caused by 
technology/environmental failure or a natural disaster, whereas a majority is caused by people or process failures.  
Part of this majority of downtime is caused by cyber security issues, and the larger part is correlated to poor change  
and application management. Since log management maintains an audit trail of comprehensive machine data for a  
long time, forensic analysis and faster resolution of IT incidents is made simpler. 

Figure 2. Log management solution for IT security, IT operations, and IT GRC 

 

Log management solutions collect both structured and unstructured raw data from any log-generating source. All types 
of machine data from any source in various formats is collected and aggregated. Logs from “in-house” applications, 
custom, or new applications can also be extracted easily. The log management is both broad and deep in data collection. 

The logs collected in various formats are then consolidated through a process of aggregation, where it is typically 
converted into a single format. This common event format helps logs to categorize data into logical groups such as 
firewall or router data, irrespective of vendor-specific details. The log data is enriched with metadata so that domain 
experts don’t need to search or interpret logs. For instance, the log data coming in from all firewall devices goes through 
the normalization and categorization process. Hence, irrespective of whether Cisco calls it “Deny” or Check Point calls it 
“Drop,” the metadata always puts it in the “/Failure” category, and identifies it automatically as firewall devices. 
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Table 1. Unified data from various log formats with enriched metadata 

 
Unified data  

 
Time 

 (Event time) 

 
Name 

 
Device  
vendor 

 
Device  

product 

 
Category  
behavior 

 
Category 

device group 

 
Category  
outcome 

 
Category  

significance 

6/17/2009 
12:16:03 

Deny Cisco PIX /Access /Firewall /Failure 
  
/Informational/ 
warning 

6/17/2009 
14:53:16 

Drop Check Point Firewall-1/VPN-1 /Access/Start /Firewall /Failure 
 
/Informational/ 
warning 

 

The logs in common event format are indexed for simple and ultra-fast searching at over million events per second 
through a simple user interface. A keyword search such as “Firewall AND Failure” searches for the failed login attempts 
on all firewall devices across the network in seconds. Without normalization, the same report would have taken several 
hours worth of research and collaboration between various domain experts.  

This log data, both raw and in common format, is archived using high compression rates, and can be retained for a 
number of years in flat file format reducing the cost and complexity of log data management. This unified data can be 
used for searching, indexing, archiving, analysis, reporting, and IT audit. The data sent to a correlation engine for 
instance can identify patterns and security vulnerabilities based on the built-in security and compliance rules. Once 
these threats are identified, the integration with other tools, such as service management tools can use the same unified 
data to prevent and correct threats and IT incidents. Let us see how this unified data is beneficial to IT operations tools 
and provides security context to operations data. 

Better together: Log management and IT operations 
Integrating log management solution and IT operations is mutually beneficial to both organizations. With the increasing 
number of cyber attacks, it is critical to share the tools and knowledge between security and IT operations as many 
organizations cannot detect breach until it is too late.  

The Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR) of 2012 conducted by Verizon, states that 98 percent of the data breaches 
come from external agents. 97 percent of those breaches could have been avoided by implementing simple controls like 
a log management solution.  

Of all the breaches that were studied, 92 percent were reported by third parties. It is an embarrassment to organizations 
if they do not detect a breach in their internal system. Log management plays a critical role within the organization to 
detect and share knowledge about security threats that can be prevented through IT operations.  

Figure 3. See, understand, and act for better SOC/NOC collaboration 

 

“92 percent of the data breaches were detected by third parties.” 

 Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR) of 2012 conducted by Verizon 
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Why integrate log management with IT operations? 
We have seen that a comprehensive log management approach to understanding machine data from a security, risk, 
compliance, and operations viewpoint helps the organizations manage their IT better. Let us see the advantages of 
comprehensive log management: 

• Collection of logs from any log-generating source, in any format, using agent or agentless collection 

• Categorization and normalization of the log data to filter, parse, and enrich the events 

• Aggregation of logs into an indexed, common event format for search capabilities 

• Bing/GoogleTM like search capability for the IT operations team to search past events without  
vendor-specific keywords 

• Long retention of events, and easy access of those events for audit purposes 

• Forensic investigation of incidents 

• Seamless integration into security correlation engine to take events from IT operations and check for false positives 

• Configure security metrics onto the IT operations console 

• Addition of security threat and vulnerability use cases for IT operations 

• Automated compliance reporting 

Why integrate IT operations tool with log management? 
Now that we’ve seen that comprehensive log management helps IT operations add security and risk context to machine 
data, let us see the advantages of adding IT operation tools to the SOC. 

• Provide business context for security incidents for event prioritization 

• Automate the prevention and correction of security incidents  

• Visualize impact of security incidents on business services  

• Visualize root cause and isolate network devices affected by service incidents 

• Create service tickets for security incidents 

• Add security metrics to the high-level IT operations dashboard 

The convergence of data helps IT operations to get the security context on the IT incidents along with a broader and 
deeper monitoring of IT infrastructure through comprehensive log management. The convergence ultimately helps you 
answer the questions such as, “Who caused the performance degradation of IT operations and why?” and “Was the 
performance degradation caused by user load or by a cyber attack?” 

Gartner report on log management for IT Operations (July 2011)1 suggests that shared infrastructure saves a significant 
amount of money and adds access to a broader set of log data sources. The report also suggested that  
IT operations should have access to log management infrastructure for search and analytics.  

Both security and IT operations need to collect, store, and analyze events logged by a common set of critical event data 
sources. Although the interpretation of these events is different, the actionable response to these events needs to be 
unified. A patch solution or point solutions may not be comprehensive. However, choosing a single vendor that exhibits 
seamless integration makes your IT align with business and keep it secure. 

Customer use case 
HP-IT is an internal organization of Hewlett-Packard that runs the HP IT operations for 350,000 employees worldwide. 
HP, being a Fortune 10 company, runs some of the best Enterprise 2.0 applications to enable its employees to 
collaborate with customers and partners. With remote working and BYOD/mobility requirements from employees,  
HP-IT is one of the largest and complex IT organizations.  

HP-IT has integrated the log management tools with IT operations to manage one of the most complex IT organizations 
in the world, and to deliver the demanding SLAs from both internal and external customers. 

 

1 Source: “Log Management for IT Security and IT Operations,” Gartner, July 2011. 
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“The convergence of data helps you answer who caused the performance 
degradation of IT? Load or cyber attack?” 

Figure 4. Enhanced triage by using Logger as a single repository of IT events, logs, and security events 
 

 

HP-IT has deployed HP ArcSight Logger (Logger) for universal log management solution and HP Operations Manager i 
(OMi) for managing the IT Operation Center. The predefined connector for OMi provides seamless integration between 
log management solution and the IT operations solution. The IT incidents from business-critical applications are 
monitored by OMi and are pulled into Logger. All these events are converted into an industry-standard common event 
format (CEF) by Logger.  

These events then go through parsing and filtering through normalization and categorization, which are then fed to the 
security event correlation engine (HP ArcSight ESM) for real-time, cross-device, correlation of security events across the 
organization. This security information and event management (SIEM) correlation solution helps HP-IT to manage, 
prioritize, and isolate the security incidents, while reducing the false positives in IT operations. 

As the integration is bi-directional, the security incidents detected by Logger are fed into HP OMi. These security events 
that were undetected by IT Operations tools are then correlated to check for exceptions and are prioritized based on the 
policy information on OMi. The security incidents, triggered by Logger and prioritized by OMi, go through the service 
management tool to be corrected. 

Figure 5. Events detected by Logger in IT operations tool 
 

 

The integration enables security events to participate in advanced cross-domain event correlation in HP OMi such as 
identifying the business and service impact of a security event across the organization. This reduces the number of 
events created by various network services impacted by one event allowing HP-IT operations teams to discern between 
symptom events and causal events, and focus on the root cause. 

All the events are rolled up to the high-level IT operations console for business service views that provide measurable 
security metrics to HP executives and the HP-IT operations team. This helps spread the cost of IT operations with the 
security operations helping in faster realization of IT investment. The data convergence helps HP-IT to foster employee 
and customer collaboration. 
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Conclusion  
Relying heavily on event reduction techniques or limiting the breadth and depth of machine data collection to  
business-critical applications may not be the solution for IT incident management challenges. Comprehensive log 
management and a strong security event correlation engine can help your IT organization to scale incident management 
and simplify it. 

Convergence of data between IT operations and log management facilitates a deeper understanding of roles,  
risks, threats, and security vulnerabilities enabling faster time to resolution through clear communications and a 
comprehensive view of security health. This collaboration is effective when implemented through industry-leading 
enterprise tools that integrate and automate key IT operations and security operations functions.  

For more information 
Go to hpenterprisesecurity.com/logger for more information, and download a free trial copy of the log management 
solution to integrate it with your IT operations tool (hp.com/go/logger). 
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BIG DATA SECURITY ANALYTICS AND ADVANCED PERSISTENT THREATS 

In this unprecedented period of advanced persistent threats (APTs), organizations must take advantage of new 

technologies to protect themselves. Detecting APTs is complex because unlike intensive, overt attacks, APTs tend 

to follow a “low and slow” attack profile that is very difficult to distinguish from normal, legitimate activity—truly a 

matter of looking for the proverbial needle in a haystack. The volume of data that must be analyzed is 

overwhelming. One technology that holds promise for detecting these nearly invisible APTs is Big Data Security 

Analytics (BDSA).  

In this technical paper, I will demonstrate three ways that the BDSA capabilities of HP ArcSight can help to fight 

APTs: 

1. Detecting account abuse by insiders and APTs  

2. Pinpointing data exfiltration by APTs  

3. Alerting you of new program execution  

DETECTING ACCOUNT ABUSE BY INSIDERS AND APTS 

Everyone—legitimate users, malicious insiders, and APTs—log in with some account that determines that entity’s 

access. The easiest way to steal information that one doesn’t already have access to is to become someone else by 

logging in with another’s credentials.  

If you have authentication event data, the ability to analyze 

that data, and access to certain non-event data to help filter 

out false positives, you can detect likely situations of account 

abuse. This BDSA technique operates on the premise that in 

most scenarios, a given client PC is associated with a specific 

user. Of course, there are exceptions, which I will address 

later in this paper. But in general, if you detect that user 

attempting to use someone else’s credentials, you have a 

possible case of account abuse. If you have access to certain 

non-event data, you can automatically identity legitimate 

cases of multi-account use and avoid sounding a false alarm. 

The first step is to collect all the authentication events that 

your centralized directory logs. In an Active Directory 

environment, enable “Audit Kerberos authentication service” 

on all domain controllers and collect their security logs into 

HP ArcSight. You now have a complete record of all attempts 

to authenticate with domain credentials for your entire 

environment. Kerberos authentication ticket (aka ticket-

granting ticket, or TGT) events identify the account that 

someone attempted to log on to and the IP address of the 

client as shown in the adjacent figure. 

The next step is to identify cases in which authentication of 

multiple accounts was attempted from the same client. 

Event ID 4768 
A Kerberos authentication ticket 
(TGT) was requested. 

Account Information: 

   Account Name: Administrator 

   Supplied Realm Name: acme-fr 

   User ID: ACME-FR\administrator  

Service Information: 

   Service Name: krbtgt 

   Service ID: ACME-FR\krbtgt  

Network Information: 

   Client Address:10.42.12.36 

   Client Port: 0  

Additional Information: 

   Ticket Options: 0x40810010 

   Result Code: 0x0 

   Ticket Encryption Type: 0x12 

   Pre-Authentication Type: 2  
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Unfortunately, in DHCP environments that task might not be as simple as relying on an IP address; a computer’s 

address can change. How you address this step depends on your environment. Many environments have a very 

stable IP configuration with low turnover in IP addresses. Client PCs that routinely retain the same IP address for 

weeks at a time because of the DHCP server’s long lease times and large IP address range. In such environments, 

you might choose to keep things simple instead of trying to factor in DHCP lease renewal failures that result in a PC 

getting a new address. 

If you need to take into account such lease renewal failures, then it becomes necessary to figure out which IP 

address a system had at any given time. There are two possible sources of this information: your DHCP servers’ log, 

or events logged by the domain controller audit policy “Audit Kerberos service ticket operations”. To use DHCP 

server logs, you must take the client IP address from a given Kerberos authentication ticket event, then find the 

most recent lease/renewal event from DHCP for that IP address that precedes the Kerberos event’s date-time. You 

can then associate the username of the Kerberos authentication event with the computer name in the DHCP 

event. 

An alternative to using DHCP logs is to use an additional category of domain controller audit events: Kerberos 

service ticket operations. In Kerberos, after you initially authenticate to the domain controller (thereby obtaining a 

TGT), you then obtain a service ticket for each system that you access, including your local workstation. For each 

such service ticket, domain controllers log event ID 47691 and the service name field of that event corresponds to 

the computer’s account name in AD. For successful logons, you can easily correlate a user’s account name with the 

user’s computer name by looking for the first service ticket operation following a TGT where the user account 

name matches between the 2 events and the service ticket’s server name is not krbtgt or the name of a domain 

controller. The service name of that event is the name of the user’s workstation.  

Note that you must ignore service ticket events in which the service name is a domain controller. When you log on 

to Active Directory, Windows automatically obtains a service ticket to the domain controller to facilitate the 

application of Group Policy. You can hard-code a static list of domain controllers into your correlation logic, but if 

your SIEM has BDSA capabilities then it should be able to leverage a variety of information, not just event records. 

In that case, you want your SIEM to leverage an up-to-date list of domain controllers, regularly obtained from 

Active Directory by using an LDAP query that simply lists the object names in the Domain Controllers organizational 

unit of any given domain. 

One other factor in using Kerberos service ticket events to translate client IP addresses to workstation names is 

that service tickets are issued only after a TGT is successfully granted. If a user is trying to guess the password of 

another account, authentication fails and a service ticket that identifies the name of the workstation is never 

issued. In such cases, domain controller logs provide only the name of the user and the user’s client IP address. 

Therefore, if you don’t have a stable DHCP-assigned IP address environment and can’t leverage DHCP server logs, 

you might need to omit authentication failures from this account-misuse scenario. 

Whether you use DHCP events or Kerberos service ticket operations, at this point you have a list of authentication 

attempts with the user account name and workstation name. Now it’s simply a matter of finding cases of multiple 

usernames for the same workstation name.  

Of course, there are exception scenarios in which this behavior is perfectly legitimate: 

                                                                 

1 http://www.ultimatewindowssecurity.com/securitylog/encyclopedia/event.aspx?eventid=4769  
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 Computers that shift workers use 

 Workstations in a “hotelling” workspace environment 

 IT staff PCs on which administrators routinely log on with their normal account and a separate privileged 

account 

 Tech support cases in which IT staff must log on with their credentials to solve a problem on an end user’s 

PC  

In these situations, BDSA-capable SIEMs can again leverage non-event data to make event analysis more 

intelligent. For instance, computers in the first three scenarios are likely in an organizational unit that identifies 

them as the type of workstation that has multiple users or accounts. The fourth scenario could benefit from a data 

feed from the Help desk ticketing system. 

HOW HP ARCSIGHT DOES IT 

To show an example of how to implement account abuse detection in HP ArcSight, let’s take the most common 

scenario: workstations with dynamically assigned IP addresses. We will collect DHCP server logs in addition to 

domain controller Kerberos events. Assume that domain controllers and servers that routinely have different users 

logging on to them have static IP addresses and do not appear in the DHCP logs. 

Now, we begin building 

the core of this 

detection scenario with 

an active list called 

WorkstationCurrentIP. 

This list comprises two 

columns: computer 

name and IP address. 

The list builds itself from 

lease and lease renewal 

events that are 

collected from DHCP 

servers. The list 

maintains one unique 

row for each IP address 

and keeps the computer 

name found in the most 

recent event for that IP 

address. Thus, we have 

a list of each 

workstation and its 

current IP address, 

automatically updated 

when a workstation receives a new address.  

Any computers that multiple users share should be filtered from this list by naming convention or by regularly 

extracting a list of such computers from Active Directory, using appropriate criteria.  

Active List:
WorkstationCurrentIP

Active List:
UserWorkstation

DHCP
Logs

Leases 
Renewals

Domain
Controller
Security 

Logs

Kerberos 
Service 

Ticket Events
Rule

Alert
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Next we will build a second active list called UserWorkstation. This list is composed of two columns: username and 

computer name. The list will be fed by service ticket events, which are evaluated against the same list before 

adding an entry, using the following logic: Service ticket events in which the username includes a dollar sign are 

immediately discarded. (These events indicate a computer logon.) Next, the service ticket’s client address is 

filtered against the WorkstationCurrentIP active list.   

If the IP address isn’t found in the list, the event is discarded; the logon was not at a DHCP client workstation and 

thus is out of scope. If the IP address is found in WorkstationCurrentIP, take note of the corresponding computer 

name from that row in WorkstationCurrentIP by using a variable called EvalWorkstation.  

Next, look in the UserWorkstation list for that workstation name. If the computer name isn’t found, a new entry, 

with the username from the service ticket event and the EvalWorkstation variable, is added to UserWorkstation. 

We can thereby establish the user that is associated with this workstation. If the computer name is found in 

UserWorkstation and the username of that row matches the username of the service ticket event, then ignore the 

event: It is just another occurrence of the user logging onto his or her workstation.  

However if the service ticket’s username does not match the username in UserWorkstation, then you have 

detected a second user account logging into that workstation. This calls for two actions. First, fire an alert to 

investigate this logon and supply the computer name, IP address, and old and new usernames. Second, replace the 

old username in the current UserWorkstation row with the new username. Doing so prevents further alerts when 

the same user logs on to that workstation. If the security analyst determines that the workstation has been 

assigned to a new user, then no further action is needed; active list has been updated automatically.  

PINPOINTING DATA EXFILTRATION BY APTS 

The ultimate goal of most APT actors is to steal your information. At some point, they must upload that 

information to their command-and-control server. Hopefully you have multiple layers of defense that try to 

prevent or detect APTs much earlier in an attack. If you can analyze inbound and outbound Internet traffic, you 

have a good chance of detecting data exfiltration before it gets too far.  

This BDSA scenario is based on two assumptions that are fairly safe to make for the majority of users at most 

organizations. First, assume that the APT does not throttle the rate at which it uploads information to its 

command-and-control server. Second, assume that most users’ Internet usage consists of browsing information 

sites and therefore downloading more bytes than they upload, which is in keeping with typical web usage. 

To detect data exfiltration, look for instances in which a user’s normal baseline ratio of downloaded versus 

uploaded bytes per hour suddenly reverses itself. To do so, you need an event feed from a firewall or proxy server 

that tells your SIEM how bytes per hour are sent and received to and from the Internet, per user. However, most 

firewalls can’t link traffic to users, only to IP addresses. But as we saw in the previous scenario, there are methods 

to link user to client IP address, using either Kerberos events or DHCP server logs. Proxy servers, however, often 

require user authentication and therefore make it easy to analyze Internet traffic patterns on a user-by-user basis.  

You have several choices when establishing the baseline for outbound and inbound traffic. Is the baseline static, or 

do you dynamically update the baseline over time? Do you determine a single baseline that applies to all users, or 

do you maintain separate baselines that are specific to each user’s individual habits? Is the baseline a simple 

bytes/hour threshold, which is more prone to false positives that are triggered simply by peaks in users’ Internet 

access? Or can you compute a ratio of outbound-to-inbound data, which automatically filters out simple peaks in 

normal Internet activity but still identifies when a user is uploading much more data than normal in comparison to 
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the user’s current usage level? These decisions depend largely on the quality of your data feeds and the BDSA 

capabilities of your SIEM solution. 

When your SIEM solution detects a user whose outbound traffic exceeds your bytes/hour or normal outbound-to-

inbound ration by a sufficient amount, the next step is to use any available information sources to filter out false 

positives. Over time you will identify classes of users whose job requires them to perform large uploads that throw 

them out of normal inbound-to-outbound proportion. Again taking advantage of the variety aspect of big data, a 

BDSA-capable SIEM solution can leverage a user’s identity information and possibly filter out alerts for job titles or 

departments that are known for disproportionate upload ratios. Of course, adding logic like this always opens 

possibilities for true positives to sneak through undetected. But security operation centers (SOCs) cannot chase 

down every rabbit hole; you must triage your efforts. 

HOW HP ARCSIGHT DOES IT 

This complex scenario requires the use of HP ArcSight features to create advanced behavior. For this scenario, 

assume that end-user computers have dynamically assigned IP addresses. In addition to DHCP server logs, we will 

collect firewall, router, or proxy server logs that on some frequency provide a count of inbound and outbound 

Internet bytes with internal IP 

addresses. 

Tracking and aggregating the 

total bytes in and out per client 

in real time is difficult on a 

large-scale basis. It can be 

done, but ties up significant 

resources using traditional 

features and functionality. To 

deal with this big data issue in 

real time, you can use an HP 

ArcSight feature called data 

monitors. This feature can 

perform statistical analysis of 

specified fields within selected 

events.  

In this case, maintain a data 

monitor for each DHCP-assigned address; the monitor keeps a moving average of bytes in and out. The monitor 

generates an internal event at a set frequency (such as 15 minutes), providing summary data about the IP address 

and its Internet traffic.  

We then create a rule that analyzes events from the data monitor and compares the ratio of inbound and 

outbound traffic to the established baseline. When the outbound traffic exceeds the baseline by an excessive 

amount, the rule fires an alert with the client IP address and most recently associated username. This action 

prompts the security analyst to investigate the offending client. The analyst can use pre-built queries to analyze 

the IP addresses, domains, and URLs to which that client is sending data and may contact the user associated with 

that computer.  

Active List:
WorkstationCurrentIP

Data Monitors

DHCP
logs

Leases and 
renewals

Rule

Alert

Internet
Traffic
Logs

Baseline
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ALERTING YOU OF NEW PROGRAM EXECUTION 

The Achilles heel of APTs is their dependence on executing malicious code in your environment. You can 

implement a host of preventative controls to stop untrusted code from entering your network and executing, but 

BDSA provides an additional detective control to build out your defense-in-depth strategy.  

Operating systems can easily be configured to log process creation. For instance, in Windows simply enable the 

“Audit process creation” audit category and to begin logging event ID 46882. This event provides the full pathname 

of the executable, the user account under which the process ran, and the ID of the parent process that started the 

executable, as shown in the adjacent figure. 

The key is to collect this information from all computers on the network, including your numerous endpoints. With 

the many servers and workstations 

that a large organization can have, 

this translates to many events and is a 

great example of BDSA. 

Collecting events from endpoints is 

especially challenging because of the 

quantity of systems and the 

occasionally connected nature of 

laptops. If installing agents on each 

endpoint is impractical or if you 

cannot actively poll each endpoint for new events, a Windows feature can solve the problem. Windows event 

forwarding allows you to configure systems to forward selected events to the event log of another system. Event 

forwarding can be optimized to conserve bandwidth and gracefully handles periods when the system is 

disconnected from the network. You can even configure event forwarding to forward events over the Internet, 

using SSL/TLS. Using Group Policy to centrally deploy and manage the event-forwarding configuration, you can 

easily configure all your endpoints to forward process start events to one or more central systems, which your 

SIEM solution then monitors. 

What is your criteria for identifying a new program? Do you build a single enterprise-wide list of all known 

programs and their pathnames? Or do you maintain a different list of programs for each computer? Unique lists 

for each computer might at first seem the better approach, but this can lead to false positives triggered by the 

installation of new but legitimate software on systems over time. True, unique lists can be valuable operationally 

and, from a change-control perspective, knowing about the first execution of even trusted software can be useful. 

But SOCs usually have enough on their hands just pursuing security-relevant events.  

Assuming that you maintain a single list of known programs for the entire organization, how do you initially build 

that list, and how do you maintain it? You could build the initial list through some file system scans, but it’s 

probably easiest to have your SIEM solution simply learn the list from the activity that is analyzed over an 

observation period. During this period, each process event that monitored systems log contributes a new entry to 

                                                                 

2 http://www.ultimatewindowssecurity.com/securitylog/encyclopedia/event.aspx?eventid=4688 

Event ID 4688 
A new process has been created. 
Subject: 
   Security ID:  WIN-R9H\Administrator 
   Account Name:  Administrator 
   Account Domain:  WIN-R9H529RIO4Y 
   Logon ID:  0x1fd23 
Process Information: 
   New Process ID:  0xed0 
   New Process Name: C:\Windows\System32\notepad.exe 
   Token Elevation Type: TokenElevationTypeDefault (1) 
   Creator Process ID: 0x8c0 
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the list, if the program and pathname are new. After that learning period, new programs generate an alert instead 

of being added to the list.  

How do you deal with legitimate new programs and prevent a constant flood of false positives as new programs 

are executed for the first time? The question is especially relevant to patching. One way might be to include logic 

in your correlation rules to automatically add new programs after a specified number of executions in the overall 

environment. Without any specific logic for suppressing alerts that relate to patches, this approach results in your 

SOC dashboard initially lighting up when a new patch starts rolling out across endpoints but automatically dies 

down in time. If the SOCs understand or have access to patching schedules, they can easily confirm that the source 

of the blip is patching and take no further action. The SIEM solution will automatically ignore systems that are 

patched in the future. This kind of expected false positive can be beneficial, as it provides regular, positive 

confirmation that the control is working as intended.  

HOW HP ARCSIGHT DOES IT 

To detect new programs executing in your environment, create an active list called KnownExecutables, with one 

column: the fully qualified pathname of executables. During the learning stage, create a lightweight rule that 

triggers on new process events. Have the rule’s action add the pathname of the executable to the 

KnownExecutables active list.  

When the learning period is over, disable the add-to-list rule and create a new rule that alerts when new processes 

that are not in the KnownExecutables execute.  

You need to include 

some kind of logic 

for dealing with 

new executables. 

Immediately adding 

the executable to 

the 

KnownExecutables 

list after alerting 

the first time it 

executes would be 

unwise, since you 

would not be 

alerted if the same 

executable spread 

to other systems. Still, if the executable is a legitimate patch hitting thousands of systems, you don’t want an alert 

every time it executes until you can manually add it to the KnownExecutables list.  

One way to handle new executables after the initial, first-time alert is be to add the new executable to another 

active list called NewExecutables, with two columns: the pathname and a counter that is incremented each time 

the program is subsequently executed. This active list can drive a dashboard that charts the rate at which the new 

program is executing. That chart, combined with an active channel showing first time executions of new 

executables, provides an at-a-glance view of new program activity across your entire network. Analysts can drill 

Active List:
Known Executables

Windows
Security

Logs

Process
Start Events

Rule

Alert

Active List:
New Executables
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down into the activity to track new programs and can determine whether to add them to the KnownExecutables 

list or initiate an incident response. 

As stated earlier, this alerting mechanism is false-positive prone but in a beneficial way. It is a threat-intelligence-

gathering use case that can teach analysts about their environment so that when a real threat occurs, they know 

more about what is and isn’t valid. 

LEARN MORE ABOUT HP ARCSIGHT 

As you can see from these scenarios, BDSA is a reality today with HP ArcSight. By combining multiple event sources 

and non-event information from Active Directory and storing temporary values in variables, you can perform 

sophisticated correlation of massive amounts of data to find the needle in the haystack and stop APTs in their 

tracks. 

The HP ArcSight Security Intelligence platform helps safeguard your business by giving you complete visibility into 

activity across the IT infrastructure—including external threats such as malware and hackers, internal threats such 

as data breaches and fraud, risks from application flaws and configuration changes, and compliance pressures from 

failed audits. This industry-leading SIEM solution enables you to collect, analyze, and assess IT security, enterprise 

security, and non-security events for rapid identification, prioritization, and response. 

Key features include the following capabilities: 

 Automate pattern analysis, protect application transactions, and secure information. 

 Integrate correlation and log management, automate operations, and search terabytes of data in seconds. 

 Store and manage all your log data, automate compliance reporting, and gain business intelligence. 

 Solve the big data security problem with Big Security intelligence for the increasing volume, velocity, and 

variety of data. 

In today’s business environment, have access to the right information gives you the ability to make crucial 

decisions. Businesses need to protect their intelligence as it accumulates much faster because of big data. With HP 

ArcSight ESM, you can process big data events at faster speeds and get results in real time so that your business 

has the security information it needs when it needs it the most. With HP ArcSight CORR-Engine, security-event 

monitoring is simple, intelligent, efficient, and manageable. 

To learn more about the big data technology in HP ArcSight, read “Big Security for Big Data” at 

http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com/collateral/whitepaper/BigSecurityforBigData0213.pdf. 
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ABOUT HP ENTERPRISE SECURITY 

Enterprises and governments are experiencing the most aggressive threat environment in the history of 

information technology. Disruptive computing trends greatly increase productivity and business agility—but at the 

same time, introduce a host of new risks and uncertainty. Based on market-leading products from ArcSight, Atalla, 

Fortify, and TippingPoint, the HP Security Intelligence and Risk Management platform enables your business to 

take a proactive approach to security that integrates information correlation, deep application analysis and 

network-level defense mechanisms—unifying the components of a complete security program and reducing risk 

across your enterprise. 
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Randy Franklin Smith is an internationally recognized expert on the security and control of Windows and Active 

Directory security who specializes in Windows and Active Directory security. Randy publishes 

www.UltimateWindowsSecurity.com and wrote The Windows Server 2008 Security Log Revealed – the only book 
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companies, national, and international organizations. Randy is also a Microsoft Security Most Valuable 

Professional. 
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security consultants who have combined their real world experience and deep product knowledge to establish a 
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Big security for big data
We are children of the information generation. No longer tied 
to large mainframe computers, we now access information via 
applications, mobile devices, and laptops to make decisions based 
on real-time data. It is because information is so pervasive that 
businesses want to capture this data and analyze it for intelligence.

Data explosion
The multitude of devices, users, and generated traffic all combine 
to create a proliferation of data that is being created with incredible 
volume, velocity, and variety. As a result, organizations need a 
way to protect, utilize, and gain real-time insight from “big data.” 
This intelligence is not only valuable to businesses and consumers, 
but also to hackers. Robust information marketplaces have arisen 
for hackers to sell credit card information, account usernames, 
passwords, national secrets (WikiLeaks), as well as intellectual 
property. How does anyone keep secrets anymore? How does 
anyone keep secrets protected from hackers?

In the past when the network infrastructure was straightforward 
and perimeters used to exist, controlling access to data was much 
simpler. If your secrets rested within the company network, all 
you had to do to keep the data safe was to make sure you had a 
strong firewall in place. However, as data became available through 
the Internet, mobile devices, and the cloud having a firewall was 
not enough. Companies tried to solve each security problem in a 
piecemeal manner, tacking on more security devices like patching a 
hole in the wall. But, because these products did not interoperate, 
you could not coordinate a defense against hackers.

In order to meet the current security problems faced by 
organizations, a new paradigm shift needs to occur. Businesses need 
the ability to secure data, collect it, and aggregate into an intelligent 

format, so that real-time alerting and reporting can take place. The 
first step is to establish complete visibility so that your data and who 
accesses the data can be monitored. Next, you need to understand 
the context, so that you can focus on the valued assets, which are 
critical to your business. Finally, utilize the intelligence gathered so 
that you can harden your attack surface and stop attacks before the 
data is exfiltrated. So, how do we get started?

Data collection
Your first job is to aggregate all the information from every 
device into one place. This means collecting information from 
cloud, virtual, and real appliances: network devices, applications, 
servers, databases, desktops, and security devices. With 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) applications deployed in the cloud, 
it is important to collect logs from those applications as well since 
data stored in the cloud can contain information spanning from 
human resource management to customer information. Collecting 
this information gives you visibility into who is accessing your 
company’s information, what information they are accessing, and 
when this access is occurring. The goal is to capture usage patterns 
and look for signs of malicious behavior.

Typically, data theft is done in five stages1. First, hackers “research” 
their target in order to find a way to enter the network. After 
“infiltrating” the network, they may install an agent to lie dormant 
and gather information until they “discover” where the payload is 
hosted, and how to “acquire” it. Once the target is captured, the 
next step is to “exfiltrate” the information out of the network. Most 
advanced attacks progress through these five stages, and having this 
understanding helps you look for clues on whether an attack is taking 
place in your environment, and how to stop the attacker from reaching 
their target. The key to determining what logs to collect are to focus 
on records where an actor is accessing information or systems.
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Figure 1.  Data is generated at a much faster pace
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Four steps to security intelligence

The CORR-Engine helps security 
analysts to:

• Detect more incidents
• Address more data
• Operate more efficiently
• Evaluate threats in real time 
• Find threats faster
• Collect relevant information 

about user roles, critical assets 
and data in real time and uses 
it to reduce false-positives

Data collection from cloud, 
virtual, and real devices for 
complete visibility into data 
and its accessibility.

Data integration through 
automation and rule-based 
processing. HP ArcSight 
normalizes and categorizes log 
data into over 400 meta fields.

Data analytics which 
involves combining logs 
from multiple sources and 
correlating events together 
to create real-time alerts.

HP ArcSight Correlation 
Optimized Retention and 
Retrieval (CORR) Engine
serves as a foundation for 
threat detection, 
security analysis, and 
log data management.

1

2

3

4

Benefits

• Security event monitoring is 
simple, intelligent, efficient, 
and manageable

• HP ArcSight Security Event 
Information Management (SIEM) 
processes events faster making 
security information available 
in real time 

Results
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Analysis: Normalize / Categorize

Benefit: Making sense out of the raw data

Jun 17 2009 12:16:03: %PIX-6-106015: Deny TCP (no connection) from 10.50.215.102/15605 to 204.110.227.16/443 flags 
FIN ACK  on interface outside
Jun 17 2009 14:53:16 drop gw.foobar.com >eth0 product VPN-1 & Firewall-1 src xxx.xxx.146.12 s_port 2523 dst
xxx.xxx.10.2 service ms-sql-m proto udp rule 49 

Time (Event Time)  name  
Device
Vendor  Device Product  

Category
Behavior  

Category
Device Group  

Category
Outcome  

Category
Significance  

6/17/2009 12:16:03 Deny Cisco PIX /Access /Firewall /Failure 
/Informational/

Warning 

6/17/2009 14:53:16 Drop Checkpoint Firewall-1/VPN-1 /Access/Start /Firewall /Failure 
/Informational/

Warning 

Without normalization

With normalization

Figure 2. Analysis: Normalize/Categorize

Data integration
Once the machine data is collected, the data needs to be parsed 
to derive intelligence from cryptic log messages. Automation and 
rule-based processing is needed because having a person review 
logs manually would make the problem of finding an attacker quite 
difficult since the security analyst would need to manually separate 
attacks from logs of normal behavior. The solution is to normalize 
machine logs so that queries can pull context-aware information 
from log data. For example, HP ArcSight connectors normalize and 
categorize log data into over 400 meta fields. Logs that have been 
normalized become more useful because you no longer need an 
expert on a particular device to interpret the log. By enriching logs 
with metadata, you can turn strings of text into information that can 
be indexed and searched.

Data analytics
Normalized logs are indexed and categorized to make it easy for 
a correlation engine to process and identify patterns based on 
heuristics and security rules.  It is here where the art of combining logs 
from multiple sources and correlating events together help to create 
real-time alerts. This preprocessing also speeds up correlation and 
makes vendor-agnostic event logs, which give analysts the ability to 
build reports and filters with simple English queries.

In real time versus the past
Catching a hacker and being able to stop them as the attack is taking 
place is more useful to a company than being able to use forensics to 
piece together an attack that already took place. However, in order to 
have that as part of your arsenal, we have to resolve four problems:  

• How do you insert data faster into your data store? 

• How do you store all this data?

• How do you quickly process events? 

• How do you return results faster?

Performance gains over 5.2
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Figure 3. Performance improvements of ESM with CORR-Engine over ESM with Oracle
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At HP ArcSight, we have been evolving our solution for over 12 years. 
When we created our first SIEM product, Oracle’s database was 
the best data store. However, as the problem space of our SIEM 
customers evolved over the years and big data became prevalent; 
it was important to redesign our solution to handle the new 
challenges. The data store now needs to capture more events, 
compress and archive more data, and execute searches much faster.

Born for faster speed
When we originally introduced this technology into our logger 
solution, customers could see the benefits. HP ArcSight’s 
CORR-Engine (correlation optimized retention and retrieval) is 
uniquely architected to enable a single instance to capture raw 
logs at rates of above 100,000 events per second, compress, and 
store up to 42 TB of log data per instance and execute searches 
at millions of events per second.2 By creating our own data store 
that utilized both column and row-store technology, we were able 
to marry the significant performance benefits with the flexibility 
of free-form unstructured searches, all while providing a very 
intuitive, easy-to-operate user interface.

The CORR-Engine serves as a foundation that provides the speed 
needed for today’s threat detection, security analysis, and log data 
management. By processing more events, it can soon identify the 
meaning of any event by placing it within context of what, where, 
when, and why that event occurred and its impact on the organization. 

Our correlation delivers accurate and automated prioritization 
of security risks and compliance violations in a business relevant 
context. Real-time alerts show administrators the most critical 
security events occurring in the environment, along with the 
context necessary to further analyze and mitigate a breach. Using 
CORR-Engine, administrators and analysts are able to:

Detect more incidents

• The new architecture allows event correlation rates of up to 3x the 
current performance using the same hardware.

Address more data

• The new architecture enables storage capacity of up to 20x the 
current capacity for correlated events using the same disk space.2

Operate more efficiently

• The use of a common data store allows both the real-time 
correlation application and the log management application to use 
the same set of data, providing a seamless workflow that includes 
detection, alerting, and forensic analysis and reporting.

Find threats faster

• The graph above shows the multiples of improvement when we 
switched from RDBMS to our own-patented data store utilizing our 
new CORR-Engine.

This new capability allows users to search for any string or 
“keyword” located in the database, regardless of the event type or 
source. The HP ArcSight CORR-Engine indexes both raw (unstructured) 
and normalized (structured) event data to provide rapid search 
capabilities. With our combined flat-file and RDBMS technology, 
HP ArcSight can return search results in excess of millions events per 
second for both structured and unstructured data.

As a result of using this new data store, security administrators 
could focus on finding malicious activities, not on tuning or 
managing the database. Also, central to our ability to process more 
events in real time, the new CORR-Engine permitted additional 
parallel processing capabilities, up to 80 CPU cores, big enough 
for the biggest organizations on the planet. By adding parallel 
processing power, HP ArcSight can handle more events, faster in 
an easy-to-use interface.

Real-time threat evaluation 
HP ArcSight also makes use of actor information as a variable in 
its threat formula that collects information regarding identity 
management user roles, critical assets, vulnerability data, and 
“watch lists” in real time and uses this information to reduce 
false-positives and monitor critical infrastructure in memory. For 
example, if a Microsoft® SQL Server injection attack is targeting an 
Oracle database, HP ArcSight immediately lowers the severity of the 
attack, knowing that Oracle is not susceptible to MS SQL attacks. 
However, if a privileged user is accessing a critical piece of infrastructure 
after regular working hours and inserting a USB thumb drive into their 
system, this may generate a number of low severity events. Pieced 
together, HP ArcSight would immediately raise the severity of this 
activity based on the understanding of the user’s privileges and the 
assets criticality. This would start the alert process and start monitoring 
activity and workflow processes for a potential security breach.

Figure 4.  Correlation is the key to making sense of 1s and 0s
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Pattern matching
HP ArcSight has an expansion pack: Threat Detector which allows 
customers to mine through archived data looking for relationships 
between events that would have been missed by real-time correlation. 

As an example, a low-and-slow attack takes place when an attacker 
purposely lowers the threshold on their attack to avoid detection. 
Such an evasive technique might be when the attacker is using a 
dictionary attack to guess a user’s password. They would not try 
to brute-force the authentication system all at once, as the system 
would lock out the user’s account after a series of unsuccessful login 
attempts. So the attacker uses a scripted stealth method of only 
attempting to login twice while trying to guess the password, then 
sleeps for five minutes and continues to invoke two attempts every 
five minutes. This means there would be 576 unsuccessful login 
attempts daily, but since most correlation rules look for brute-force 
methods, only a routine that would mine through historical data 
would be able to match this pattern. Threat Detector would detect 
this attack and then allow customers to introduce new rules that 
would block the attacker going forward.

Statistical correlation 
HP ArcSight’s multidimensional correlation engine combines real time, 
in memory event log data with asset awareness, asset vulnerability, and 
identity correlation to assist operating teams with immediate detection 
of threats. The powerful correlation engine allows you to maintain a 
state of situational awareness by processing millions of log events 
in real time. We help to prioritize critical events so that your security 
administrator can review only those events that need specialized 
attention. With built-in network asset and user models, HP ArcSight is 
uniquely able to understand who is on the network, what data they are 
seeing, and which actions they are taking with that data.

HP ArcSight Enterprise Security Manager (ESM) uses a heuristic 
analytics model to keep a baseline of activity from events 
received by ESM and monitors any increases in attack, target, 
protocol, or user activity using a percentage threshold. The 
statistics that are calculated are used by ESM to determine spikes 
in the baseline average as well as other deterministic activity such 
as anomalous behavior, session reconciliation, effectiveness of 
IDS and firewalls as well as monitoring DHCP lease activity. This 
statistical baseline is also used for determining anomalous user or 
application-usage behavior.

Monitor and respond
HP ArcSight proactively alerts and notifies you when malicious activity 
has occurred in your environment. However, because of the ability 
to process events quickly, we can alert your analysts in real time. For 
example, if we detect a distributed denial of services (DDoS) attack, 
we can send an email to you and your team, and notify you via your 
mobile device. A priority 1 escalation alerts your team so that a 
response can be mobilized against a prioritized security event. For 
example, if the Tier 1 team doesn’t acknowledge a notification within 
a certain timeframe, HP ArcSight can automatically escalate this to 
your Tier 2 team, tying into your existing response processes and 
procedures.

Once you’ve received a notification, you can start to analyze and 
investigate your environment using our easy-to-use data driven 
capabilities. Our dashboards help you visualize where your data is 
located and provide specialized views from business oriented to 
geographical oriented to systems oriented. From the dashboard, 
we can drill into the supporting events, drill into any level of detail, 
and customize the view and presentation of that data. And with 
our strong visualization capabilities, you can easily understand the 
significance of the data.

IT must be able to respond quickly, efficiently, and accurately to help 
minimize damage to the enterprise. HP ArcSight Threat Detector 
follows a simple three-step methodology:

• Discover the systems on your network

• Analyze what actions we should take and which offer the best results

• Provide guidance on what to do

By using HP ArcSight Threat Detector, you can:

• Reduce your response time from hours to seconds

• Simulate response actions before applying changes

• Cut off threats at the most effective choke points

• Automatically document all changes for audit or rollback

Collect Detect Respond

Intelligent threat and risk detection
- Sophisticated correlation technologies
- Pattern recognition and anomaly detection to identify 
   modern known and unknown threats
- The more you collect, the smarter it gets

Who
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Figure 5. Smart correlation
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Conclusion 
In today’s business environment, having access to the right 
information means making the right decision critical to surviving. 
Businesses need to protect their intelligence as it accumulates much 
faster because of big data. With HP ArcSight ESM, you can process 
big data events at faster speeds, get results in real time so that 
your business is getting the security information when it needs it 
the most in real time. With HP ArcSight CORR-Engine, security event 
monitoring is simple, intelligent, efficient, and manageable.

About HP Enterprise Security
HP is a leading provider of security and compliance solutions 
for the modern enterprise that wants to mitigate risk in their 
hybrid environment and defend against advanced threats. Based 
on market-leading products from HP ArcSight, HP Fortify, and 
HP TippingPoint, the HP Security Intelligence Platform uniquely 
delivers the advanced correlation, application protection, and 
network defenses to protect today’s hybrid IT infrastructure from 
sophisticated cyber threats.

HP Services
HP ESP Global Services take a holistic approach to building and 
operating cyber security and response solutions and capabilities 
that support the cyber threat management and regulatory 
compliance needs of the world’s largest enterprises. We use a 
combination of operational expertise—yours and ours—and proven 
methodologies to deliver fast, effective results and demonstrate 
ROI. Our proven, use-case driven solutions combine market-leading 
technology together with sustainable business and technical 
process executed by trained and organized people.

Learn more about HP ESP Global Services at  
hpenterprisesecurity.com.

Protect your business
Find out how to strengthen your security intelligence with 
HP ArcSight. Visit hp.com/go/hpesm.

Figure 6.  HP ArcSight ESM management console
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Big Data Security Analytics (BDSA) is the subject of exuberant predictions. However, a Gartner analyst points outi 

that no available BDSA solutions come close to these forecasts.  Nevertheless, the principles of Big Data are the key 

to advanced security intelligence.   

The many information security professionals who successfully monitor enterprise security in real time realize that 

Big Data requirements are nothing new to security information and event management (SIEM) technology.  Given 

their frequent claims about SIEM’s limitations in scalability and analytics, newcomers to the Big Data phenomenon 

are evidently unaware of this fact and lack hands-on experience with true enterprise SIEMs. 

This white paper discusses the key tenets of Big Data. The paper also demonstrates that HP ArcSight, the 

enterprise leader in SIEM, has evolved over 12 years of innovation into a specialized implementation of Big Data 

principles, purpose-built to meet the requirements of big security data.  In addition, this paper points out the 

following: 

 The hidden skill requirement of BDSA: data scientists  

 The real-time requirement for security intelligence, often misunderstood in relation to Big Data 

 The risk of data silos persisting in Big Data repositories 

 Investing in a Big Data cluster that runs search and a schema-less database is only the beginning of 

building a BDSA practice 

HP ArcSight provides BDSA that is specialized for event data. HP ArcSight also supports additional information 

types that can be fed dynamically to the HP ArcSight CORR-Engine for real-time detection of threats.  And with the 

Threat Detector expansion pack, customers can mine archived data for relationships between events that might be 

missed by real-time correlation. 

For organizations that have data scientists running a BDSA practice with traditional Big Data technology, HP 

ArcSight integrates with the Hadoop-based HP Autonomy for bi-directional data flow that empowers users of both 

products.   

BDSA is the future. And HP Enterprise Security is leading the way. 

 

  



1. THERE’S MORE TO BIG DATA THAN “BIG”  

The “Big” in Big Data applies to much more than simply the volume of data.  There is a threshold above which data 

becomes truly Big Data, but that threshold is constantly moving as technology improves.  With current 

technologies, Big Data seems an appropriate term as one begins dealing with data-analysis scenarios that process 

hundreds of terabytes. This is even more true when petabytes become the practical unit of measure.  Note the 

qualifying phrase, “data analysis scenarios that process.”  A physical data center that hosts an exabyte of data is 

not necessarily dealing with Big Data. But if you must analyze an exabyte of data to answer a given question, then 

you are far into the realm of Big Data.   

The point is that large amounts of data becomes Big Data only when you must analyze that data as a set.  If you are 

simply storing 20 years’ worth of nightly system backups so that you can someday reference what a modest-sized 

data set looked like 12 years ago, then you don’t have a Big Data scenario on your hands; you simply have a big 

storage situation.  Big Data is about the analysis of truly large sets of data. If pressed to use a single, simple metric 

for Big Data, it might be most accurate to use record quantity.  But as you'll see, there are more dimensions to Big 

Data than either sheer volume or record quantity. 

If Big Data were all about running traditional SELECT queries against bigger and bigger row quantities and sizes, 

then we could simply build bigger clusters of relational databases.  When you talk to data scientists about Big Data, 

the primary idea that you come away with is the difference in analytical methods compared to traditional 

relational-database queries.  Big Data is about finding the compound relationships between many records of varied 

information types.  With traditional relational databases, the relationships are predefined in terms of discreet 

entities with primary and foreign keys and views that join data along those linked keys.  Each time you encounter a 

new entity type, you must add a new table 

and define its relationship to all the existing 

tables.  Such encounters are often more 

complicated, requiring you to refactor a 

table into two or more new tables.   

This is where the second of the so-called "3 

Vs" of Big Data—variety—comes in.  

Incrementally, the next most accurate but 

less simple Big Data metric would be record 

quantity multiplied by total record types.  

Relational database models and their 

relevant analysis techniques rely on a finite 

number of entity types with known 

relationships.  Big Data is about putting all 

possibly relevant data together and finding 

relationships and clusters that we didn’t 

know were there in the first place.  Therefore, data-analysis scenarios that involve a growing and dynamic variety 

of entity types can qualify as Big Data, even when dealing with a relatively small amount of data and especially 

when the analysis requires techniques that are associated with the Big Data paradigm. 

The final measure of magnitude that helps to define Big Data is velocity, or the rate at which new data must be 

stored.  (For a second, more significant aspect to velocity, see section 2, “The Real-Time Requirement for BDSA.”)  

Certainly, not all Big Data scenarios include high velocity.  Analysis of data that is collected over a multi-decade 
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period can take advantage of batch-indexing operations; the performance problems that are associated with 

dynamic insertion and incremental indexing are absent.   However, consuming a constant stream of data from 

millions of sensors or customers, day in and day out, while maintaining an efficient and responsive database 

creates an entirely new level of data-management complexity and performance.  

But any measure of “bigness” in terms of volume, variety, or velocity is perhaps the least relevant aspect to the 

concept of Big Data.  If anything, the type of questions being asked and the analytical techniques being used to 

answer them is what distinguishes Big Data from traditional data.  One Big Data expert goes so far as to say, “Big 

Data isn’t about the four Vs … It’s a fundamental shift in the techniques necessary to understand data when you 

move analysis to a level of detail where individual entities only have meaning in the context of their broader 

stream.”ii 

Big Data is worthless without the ability to massage it into information and then refine that information into 

intelligence.  Big Data analytics look at data differently. These analytics can process unstructured data, which by all 

accounts is growing much faster than structured data sets.  To find relationships between massive amounts of 

dissimilar data, a different set of analytic methods is required. These methods draw heavily on data science: 

 Cluster analysis 

 Topological data analysis 

 Machine learning 

 Multi-linear subspace learning 

A common aspect to nearly all Big Data analytic methods is visualization.  Data visualization is described as 

“providing insights into a rather sparse and complex data set by communicating its key-aspects in a more intuitive 

way”iii than a simple table of characters.  Bar, line, and pie charts are classic data-visualization techniques but 

struggle to communicate more than one aspect of data.  Heat maps, networks, and graphs are growing in 

popularity as more people learn how to build and interpret them. 

2. THE REAL-TIME REQUIREMENT FOR BDSA 

Big Data Security Analytics (BDSA) is a specialized application of the more general concept of Big Data.  An 

organization that ignores this reality while investing in Big Data technology might end up with an expensive toy 

that provides little security value.   

One aspect that drives home the difference between BDSA and general Big Data is velocity.  Although velocity is 

common to Big Data technology and to BDSA, the types of velocity are different for each.  Velocity can apply to 

several areas: 

- Insertion or append speed into Big Data repository 

- Processing speed for queries upon data at rest 

- Analysis of events in real time across various devices in all of IT? 

Most Big Data discussions apply the concept of velocity to the speed of data insertion or processing speed.  In 

almost every use case that is discussed for Big Data, an analyst is pictured intently combing through massive 

amounts of history, looking at it this way, then pivoting and viewing it differently, refining question methods until 

the analyst finds a trend or relationship that has long-term value.  The product might be a customer pattern that 

allows more specialized marketing for years to come.  The key to success is to yield a valuable conclusion after 



days or weeks of research instead of after months and years. Such a conclusion will have benefit and value for a 

relatively long period. 

That is the time scale for most general Big Data scenarios.  Such human-driven analysis has its place in BDSA, 

primarily to support one of the following: 

 Immediate tactical investigations in response to warning signs detected by automated correlation engines 

 Forensic investigations  

 Strategic research to tease out indicators of long-term, ongoing attacks 

But first let’s focus on tactical, second-to-second monitoring, which is the core of security operation center work.  

These cyber security scenarios require analysis of massive amounts of data as it’s produced, with conclusions 

reached within seconds.  A major part of the analysis must be done in near real time.  The analysis must be done 

automatically and in a streaming 

fashion.   

Available Big Data technologies 

are focused on analyzing huge 

sets of data at rest in batch-

oriented jobs with a definite 

beginning and end.  In other 

words, run a query, analyze 

results, tweak query, analyze 

results, repeat.  This is not a 

streaming scenario in which a 

constantly updated tactical 

situation is plotted. 

Enterprise security information 

and event management (SIEM) 

correlation engines are designed 

to handle a constant stream in 

real time.  Real-time analytics of this nature require a purpose-built correlation engine that can maintain in 

memory a massive amount of partial pattern match objects, which churn in and out of existence at a fantastic rate.  

At the end of the day, you need both capabilities.  SIEM’s real-time correlation provides constant situational 

awareness; the Big Data principles can be leveraged to do the following: 

- Perform tactical drill-down investigations in response to tactical alerts from situational awareness. 

- Provide context to tactical processing. 

- Build more intelligent tactical-correlation rules, based on conclusions from long-term BDSA. 

- Troll wide and deep to identify ongoing attacks that are too low and slow to trigger SIEM alerts. 

3. THERE’S MORE TO BDSA THAN BIG DATA TECHNOLOGY 

Big Data is still more of a concept and developer-level movement than a mature technology platform with 

available off-the-shelf solutions.  Most of the technology elements are developer-level resources that must be 

stitched together with application code before an actual solution can be provided.  And, even though Java 
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predominates, the required development skills are for a new environment paradigm in which programmers must 

code so that processing batches can be distributed across multiple nodes.  Basic execution services such as 

priority-based scheduling, pre-emption, check pointing, and restart ability of batch jobs are only just beginning to 

appear.   

Aside from the development issues, Big Data requires an advanced skill set based on data science, as pointed out 

earlier.  To make any sense of Big Data, analysts using Big Data farms need to know how to use advanced analytics. 

But to detect cyber-attacks and internal malicious agents, analysts need to be more than data scientists. They must 

also be—or partner closely with—technical information security professionals that understand the organization’s 

IT infrastructure. These professionals must also understand a host of technical cyber security concepts such as 

network security, host security, data protection, security event interpretation, and attack vectors. 

The bottom line is that if you build a Big Data processing center and pour in all possible available security data, you 

are still a long way from gaining BDSA.  You need to hire Big Data security programmers, data scientists, and 

additional cyber security professionals to work with them. 

There is no reason to think that the shortage of cyber-security professionals and the ultra-shortage of data 

scientists and experienced Big Data programmers will disappear.  Yet how can an organization leverage the 

promise of BDSA now?  Enterprise SIEM providers were 

grappling with the challenges of massive, diverse, fast 

data many years before they were known as Big Data.  

BDSA is turning out to be the next evolution of SIEM.  

Winning SIEM providers are ones who do the following: 

- Embed technical innovations from the Big Data 

developer field  

- Integrate with Big Data platforms for two-way 

flow of security intelligence 

- Build advanced data-science methods into their 

correlation and analysis engines so that security 

analysts don’t need to be data scientists 

- Enhance data visualization capabilities to help 

humans recognize hidden patterns and relations 

in security data  

To learn how HP ArcSight is leading the way, see section 

5, "The 3 Vs of Big Data Aren’t New to HP ArcSight.” 

4. THE TRAP OF DATA SILOS WITHIN BIG DATA REPOSITORIES 

Thanks to the schema-less architecture of NoSQL databases and the ability to store unstructured data, one of the 

promising aspects of Big Data is the ability to query across a broad swatch of different kinds of information (i.e., 

variety).    But ironically, after going to significant effort to deploy a Big Data platform and feed it a variety of data, 

organizations can quickly find themselves building silos within the Big Data repository. Silos explicitly defeat one of 

the key value propositions of Big Data. 



How does this happen?  Unless your analysis needs are truly as simple as finding a given keyword no matter the 

source or format, you must understand the structure or format of the data to correlate it with other types of data.  

As a very limited example, consider usernames and email addresses.  If you are trying to track a user’s actions and 

communications through a variety of data, you must be cognizant of the fact that a given email address, such as 

jsmith@acme.com, could be one of the following:  

- Email sender  

- Email recipient  

- Actor in a audit log event (e.g., jsmith opened a file) 

- Object of an action in an audit log event (e.g., Bob changed jsmith’s reset password) 

- Subject of a memo 

And the list goes on.  Here is an elementary example that shows how simply querying certain data can lead to 

extremely inaccurate results unless one of the following occurs: 

- The analyst filters the results manually after the query. 

- The analyst builds knowledge into the query about the structure or format of the various data queried to 

do the filtering 

- The system understands the various formats and does the filtering automatically. 

This challenge is what leads analysts to build silos within Big Data repositories.  To make sense of data and ensure 

the veracity of the analysis, these analysts begin to define views that purposefully select data from a narrow swath 

of all available data.   This silo phenomena is already manifest in some products positioned as Big Data.  In perusing 

the solutions built on top of the platform, one finds a preponderance of applications that focus on machine data 

from a single technology (e.g., Microsoft Exchange), thus limiting the analysis to the perspective of that one 

application.   If all you need is analysis limited to a single component of your network (i.e., a silo), a good supply of 

monitoring applications for Exchange and other server products already exists.  Organizations that invest in Big 

Data must ensure that the project stays true to its mandate, or else the organization will simply be maintaining the 

same data silo in its Big Data repository that was once found in a point solution.   

The problem of silos in Big Data is the result of a failure to deal with the variety facet of Big Data. Being able to 

store all types of data and query it for keyword occurrences does not satisfy Big Data security requirements.  Until 

new technology makes structure and format truly irrelevant, HP ArcSight takes a more effective and pragmatic 
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approach that embraces data variety 1) by virtue of its normalized common event format (CEF) and CEF 

certification ecosystem, which is explained in the next section, and 2) through the ability to integrate non-event 

data sets into the correlation and analytics process.  Such non-event data sources can derive from any source.  

Customers are already using the capability to correlate security data that they've collected from within their 

environment to IP reputation lists, geolocation data, and more.  But you could just as easily integrate data from 

social network feeds or any other source. 

5. THE 3 Vs OF BIG DATA AREN’T NEW TO HP ARCSIGHT 

Teasing intelligence from massive amounts of data arriving quickly in multiple formats has been the mandate of 

SIEM since day one.  The industry leader, HP ArcSight has constantly evolved its architecture over the past 12 years 

to meet the ever growing volume, velocity, and variety of security information.  Oracle originally provided 

excellent data store capabilities, but HP ArcSight learned the same lesson as more recent Big Data architects: 

Relational databases don’t meet big security data requirements.  In response, HP ArcSight developed the CORR-

Engine—CORR stands for correlation optimized retention and retrieval—to provide the speed that is needed for 

today’s threat detection and security analysis.   

BIG DATA ARCHITECTURE 

The CORR-Engine use both column- and 

row-store technology, enabling a 

marriage between significant 

performance benefits and the flexibility 

of free-form unstructured searches while 

providing an intuitive, easy-to-operate 

user interface.  The HP ArcSight CORR-

Engine indexes both raw (unstructured) 

and normalized (structured) event data 

to provide rapid search capabilities. With 

the combined flat-file and relational database management system (RDBMS) technology, HP ArcSight returns 

search results in excess of millions events per second for both structured and unstructured data. 

This table defines the capabilities of a single CORR-Engine instance.  The CORR-Engine can scale up to 80 CPU cores 

and can scale out to any number of instances—enough for the biggest organizations on the planet.   

But the CORR-Engine is only the foundation of HP ArcSight’s mature Big Data architecture.  A crucial bottleneck on 

the CORR-Engine is eliminated by HP ArcSight’s flexible and distributed connector topology. Connectors can be 

deployed close to heavy data sources where events are parsed, normalized, and compressed before being sent to 

the CORR-Engine over an encrypted channel.   

HP ArcSight Connectors also offer various audit quality controls including secure, reliable transmission and 

bandwidth controls. In addition to software-based deployments, ArcSight Connectors are available in a range of 

plug-and-play appliances that can cost-effectively scale from small store or branch office locations to large data 

centers. Connector appliances enable rapid deployment and eliminate delays associated with hardware selection, 

procurement, and testing. 

  

Big Data 
Requirement 

CORR-Engine 

Volume 
Each instance can compress and store 42TB of 
security information per instance. 

Velocity 
Each instance can capture more than 100,000 
events per second and query millions of events 
per second. 

Variety 
Can consume hundreds of log and information 
types. 



REAL-TIME SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 

In section 2, "The Real-Time Requirement for BDSA," we pointed out that unlike the majority of Big Data use cases, 

real-time analysis is a manifest requirement of security analytics.  Popular Big Data tools for analytics are firmly 

ensconced in a batch-oriented model that serves the needs of a human analyst pivoting from one data view to the 

next, with minimal wait between each query. However, this model does not provide the automatic real-time 

correlation required to stay on top of attacks as they happen. 

HP ArcSight’s multidimensional CORR-Engine combines real-time, in-memory, event-log data with asset awareness, 

asset vulnerability, and identity correlation, to assist operating teams with immediate detection of threats.   The 

powerful correlation engine allows you to maintain a state of situational awareness by processing millions of log 

events in real time. We help to prioritize critical events so that your security administrator can review only those 

events that need specialized attention. With built-in network assets and user models, HP ArcSight is uniquely able 

to understand who is on the network, which data they are seeing, and which actions they are taking with that data.   

NO DATA SCIENTISTS REQUIRED 

In section 1, "There’s More to Big Data than “Big,” we identified data-science skills as potentially the biggest 

stumbling block to getting value from investments in Big Data technology.  No data scientists are required to get 

value from HP ArcSight.  With 12 years of experience interpreting all forms of security information, HP’s data 

scientists package the most advanced analytics, as well as threat and anomaly detection, directly into an easy-to-

use intuitive interface.   

HP ArcSight makes use of actor information as a variable in its threat formula. This formula collects information 

regarding identity management user roles, critical assets, vulnerability data, and watch lists in real time and uses 

this information to reduce false-positives and monitor critical infrastructure in memory. 

In a classic example of Big Data analytics, the Threat Detector expansion pack allows customers to mine through 

archived data looking for relationships between events that would have been missed by real-time correlation. 

HP ArcSight Enterprise Security Manager (ESM) uses a heuristic analytics model to keep a baseline of activity from 

events that it receives.  And monitors any increases in attack, target, protocol, or user activity using a percentage 

threshold. ESM uses the calculated statistics to determine spikes in the baseline average, as well as other 

deterministic activity such as anomalous behavior, session reconciliation, effectiveness of an intrusion detection 

system (IDS) and firewalls, as well as monitoring DHCP lease activity. This statistical baseline is also used for 

determining anomalous user or application-usage behavior. 

NO SILOS 

Dumping terabytes of information into a completely schemaless, unstructured database allows cross data-source 

keyword searching. But in section 4, "The Trap of Data Silos within Big Data Repositories," we pointed out that 

organizations run the risk of creating silos within the very repository that is supposed to deliver wider visibility.  

Security-event data is well understood after more than a decade of analysis by the designers at HP ArcSight. And 

such data is better served with a normalized event schema that identifies a given action such as logon failure as 

the same event across all platforms and log sources regardless of format.   



By normalizing all events into one common event taxonomy, ArcSight Connectors decouple analysis from vendor 

selection.   This unique architecture is supported out of the box across hundreds of commercial products as well as 

legacy systems. 

LEARN MORE ABOUT HP ARCSIGHT 

The HP ArcSight Security Intelligence platform helps safeguard your business by giving you complete visibility into 

activity across the IT infrastructure—including external threats such as malware and hackers, internal threats such 

as data breaches and fraud, risks from application flaws and configuration changes, and compliance pressures from 

failed audits. This industry-leading SIEM solution enables you to collect, analyze, and assess IT security, enterprise 

security, and non-security events for rapid identification, prioritization, and response. 

Key features include the following capabilities: 

 Automate pattern analysis, protect application transactions, and secure information. 

 Integrate correlation and log management, automate operations, and search terabytes of data in seconds. 

 Store and manage all your log data, automate compliance reporting, and gain business intelligence. 

 Solve the Big Data security problem with Big Security intelligence for the increasing volume, velocity, and 

variety of data. 

To learn more about the Big Data technology in HP ArcSight, read “Big Security for Big Data” at 

http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com/collateral/whitepaper/BigSecurityforBigData0213.pdf. 

To learn more about HP ArcSight visit www.hp.com/go/ArcSight  

  

http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com/collateral/whitepaper/BigSecurityforBigData0213.pdf
http://www.hp.com/go/ArcSight


ABOUT HP ENTERPRISE SECURITY PRODUCTS 

Enterprises and governments are experiencing the most aggressive threat environment in the history of 

information technology. Disruptive computing trends greatly increase productivity and business agility—but at the 

same time, introduce a host of new risks and uncertainty. Based on market-leading products from ArcSight, Atalla, 

Fortify and TippingPoint, the HP Security Intelligence and Risk Management platform enables your business to take 

a proactive approach to security that integrates information correlation, deep application analysis and network-

level defense mechanisms—unifying the components of a complete security program and reducing risk across your 

enterprise. 

ABOUT RANDY FRANKLIN SMITH 

Randy Franklin Smith is an internationally recognized expert on the security and control of Windows and Active 

Directory security who specializes in Windows and Active Directory security. Randy publishes 

www.UltimateWindowsSecurity.com and wrote The Windows Server 2008 Security Log Revealed – the only book 

devoted to the Windows security log. Randy is the creator of LOGbinder software, which makes cryptic application 

logs understandable and available to log-management and SIEM solutions. As a Certified Information Systems 

Auditor, Randy performs security reviews for clients ranging from small, privately held firms to Fortune 500 

companies, national, and international organizations. Randy is also a Microsoft Security Most Valuable 

Professional. 

DISCLAIMER 

Monterey Technology Group, Inc., HP, and other contributors make no claim that use of this whitepaper will 

assure a successful outcome. Readers use all information within this document at their own risk. 

 

 

i Anton Chuvakin. http://blogs.gartner.com/anton-chuvakin/2013/04/15/9-reasons-why-building-a-big-data-
security-analytics-tool-is-like-building-a-flying-car/. 

ii Gary Angel. http://semphonic.blogs.com/semangel/2013/02/what-is-big-data-shortening-the-path-to-
enlightenment.html. 

iii Vitaly Friedman. http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2008/01/14/monday-inspiration-data-visualization-and-
infographics/. 
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http://semphonic.blogs.com/semangel/2013/02/what-is-big-data-shortening-the-path-to-enlightenment.html
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2008/01/14/monday-inspiration-data-visualization-and-infographics/
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